Coaching Fuel’s Terms of Enrollment
By joining Coaching Fuel and digitally signing this document or submitting a deposit with the
intention of joining one of Coaching Fuel’s programs, you are committing to the following:
●
●

●

To follow the process and guidelines outlined by Coaching Fuel;
To be teachable, eager to learn, and quick to implement the material covered in
Coaching Fuel; To be supportive and encouraging to other participants in Coaching
Fuel;
To do the work, diligently, week after week, making your absolute best effort to meet the
deadlines we set;

Ultimately, our goal in Coaching Fuel is to create a positive and supportive environment that is
conducive to learning and success. If you break any of the commitments above, you are
detracting from the environment, either directly or indirectly. Thus, we may, at our sole
discretion, limit, suspend, or terminate your participation in any of our programs, live, recorded,
social media-based or digital without refund or forgiveness of remaining payments.

Privacy & Confidentiality
We respect your privacy and must insist that you respect the privacy of fellow participants in
Coaching Fuel.
We respect your confidential and proprietary information, ideas, plans, and trade secrets
(collectively, “Confidential Information”) and must insist that you respect the same rights of
fellow participants in Coaching Fuel and Coaching Fuel itself.
Thus, you agree:
●
●

●
●

●
●

Not to infringe any program-participants or Coaching Fuel’s copyright, patent, trademark,
trade secrets or other intellectual property rights;
That any Confidential Information shared by program-participants or any representative
of Coaching Fuel is confidential and proprietary, and belongs solely and exclusively to
the participant who discloses it or Coaching Fuel;
Not to disclose such information to any other person or use it in any manner other than
in discussion with other program participants during program sessions;
That all materials and information provided to you by Coaching Fuel are its confidential
and proprietary intellectual property and belong solely and exclusively to Coaching Fuel,
and may only be used by you as authorized by Coaching Fuel;
The reproduction, distribution and sale of these materials by anyone but Coaching Fuel
is strictly prohibited;
That if you violate, or display any likelihood of violating, any of your agreements
contained in this paragraph Coaching Fuel and/or the other program participant(s) will be

●

entitled to injunctive relief to prohibit any such violations to protect against the harm of
such violations.
While you are free to discuss your individual results from our programs and training, you
must keep the experiences and statements, oral or written, of all other participants in the
strictest of confidence.

Content
●

●

●

●

●

Program education and information is intended for a general audience and does not
purport to be, nor should it be construed as, advice or counseling tailored to any specific
business or industry.
All materials, procedures, policies, and standards, all manuals, all teaching aids, and the
like that have been or will be made available by Coaching Fuel or its designated
facilitators, or any other source, oral or written, are for individual use in or in conjunction
with this training program only.
Program content is for individual use only, and may not be sold, recorded, shared,
taught, given away, or otherwise divulged without the express written consent of an
official member of Coaching Fuel.
The information contained in program material is strictly for educational purposes.
Therefore, if you wish to apply (or not apply) ideas contained in this material, you are
taking full responsibility for your actions.
We assume no responsibility for errors or omissions that may appear in any program
materials.

Terms of Sale
You hereby ratify your understanding that all program sales are non-refundable and waive any
rights to charge-back your purchase with your credit card processor.

Deposit
You agree to pay a $495 deposit directly to Coaching Fuel upon signing this agreement. This
deposit secures your place in one of our programs.

Regarding Results
Before we close this out, we want to offer some real talk and a reality check.
This is not a “get rich quick” scheme. A real career is built upon a foundation of hard work and
sacrifice where you continually add value to your audience. Profit is and will always be the
applause of service to your audience. Coaching Fuel is meant to teach you the processes and
systems that have been used to build successful careers. If your expectation is to become an

overnight success by flipping a switch, this program isn’t for you. But, if you’re ready and willing
to put in the effort required to become a success, then let’s get moving.
By joining Coaching Fuel, you’re making an investment in yourself, and just like with any
investment, it carries the potential for great reward, as well as the risk of loss. Whether you
experience reward or loss is up to you. Your own decisions and level of commitment will
determine your success. We commit to stick with you until you recoup your money invested in
our program, with the caveat that if you are not putting in the effort or doing the work we outline,
that commitment is voided. That determination will be solely ours.
By joining Coaching Fuel, you agree to not hold us liable for your decisions, actions, or results,
at any time, or under any circumstance. We will provide as much value and support to you as
we possibly can, but if you’re not willing to put in the work, nothing we could do or give you will
help you succeed.
Sound good? Great. Now let’s get to work and build something amazing.

